Intelligent architectures, such as computationally integrated structures that have the ability to sense, compute, make decisions, and respond based on those computations, have been operational for decades. Many of these systems have also been imbued with the capability to learn over time. Yet, since the 1960s, when pioneers in this field such as Nicholas Negroponte and Gordon Pask were first developing machine intelligence for architectural applications, the notion of sentience, the ability to feel, respond, and perhaps even emote, has been regarded as an apotheosis within this territory. The contemporary capabilities of miniaturized, distributed, and embedded sensing and computation; the ability to process massive volumes of data; the ability to program, manufacture, or simply print new synthetic materials; the kinetic responsiveness; and increased research in psychological and emotional responses are increasingly allowing a wide range of interdisciplinary design practices.
and epistemology, he resurrects the assertions of Bill Mitchell and Malcolm McCullough for a conscious and critical reflection upon the intellectual underpinnings that have structured architecture's computational turn.
In their article "Sensitive Assembly: Gamifying the design and assembly of façade wall prototypes," authors Anton Savov, Oliver Tessmann, and Stig Anton Nielsen describe a recent project that aims to develop a co-evolutionary learning platform. By leveraging formats of gaming "play," the work couples a modular system of assembly with both legible sensory feedback in the form of light and shadow patterns cast by the wall and real-time feedback regarding the wall's structural integrity based upon structural simulations running in parallel with participants' actions of disassembly. A range of rule-based variations enable various forms of collaborative interaction with the. Relative to discussions of collective intelligence and design as cooperative framework, this project points to a provocative model of design praxis as game-playing, where the objectives of the game shape ambitions, but are informed by multiple parallel forms of feedback shaping participant's satisfaction. While the literal translations of the project to design workflows might remain nascent, the implications point to multiple ways in which interdisciplinary teams might work through cyber-physical methods toward complex design ends in parallel.
Material computation-4D timber construction: Towards building-scale hygroscopic actuated, selfconstructing timber surfaces," by Dylan Wood, David Correa, Oliver Krieg, and Achim Menges, speculates on the utilization of material computation to produce possible modes of self-forming and self-assembling construction systems through the leveraging of hygroscopic behaviors in composite wood systems.
The paper engages the domains of sentience by proposing that "material intelligence," or the inherent properties of a material system, might be utilized to produce dynamic behaviors to deliver responsive function, replacing the recognition, control, and actuation regimes that comprise traditional approaches to electrical and mechanical component combinations. The early demonstration of these principles, such as those applied to wood-based bi-layered lamination panel prototypes utilizing a range of species and composites, is discussed in terms of their development through computational spring-based processes and verification with physical prototypes based on variables of relative humidity and duration. While limited to the presentation of early findings in what is an ongoing research effort, the text outlines ambitions for how the observed material behaviors might be harnessed to produce physical self-erecting and self-assembling structures or climatically responsive envelopes.
In his article "Sensory material architectures: Concepts and methodologies for spatial tectonics and tactile responsivity in knitted textile hybrid structures," Sean Ahlquist presents new research at the intersection of material computation, textile structures, design methodologies, and emerging applications. This paper expands upon the concepts of material computation as a domain in which design can exploit inherent material intelligence to embrace a model of learning that produces a feedback loop between the inherent material characteristics of bending active textiles, surficial deformation as a sensorial interface, and digital auditory and visual feedback engaging human subjects with challenges to filtering multiple sensory inputs. Along with a sophisticated application of textile fabrication, the human-computer relationships that are proposed and explored in early stages of this work suggest new models of sensory interaction, leveraging the material capacities of the system toward models of co-learning and collaboration; yielding even more compelling outcomes than the formal innovations for which this work has been recognized to date.
As an editorial board, reflecting on the charge of the call and examining the response it received from the community of scholars that engage IJAC, it is clear that much remains to be explored within the specific domains of computational design implicated through a term such as sentience. We anticipate that in the coming years, the patterns of cultural transformation enabled through increasingly ubiquitous computation, the maturation and expansion of the Internet of Things, and evolving conceptions of the nature of humancomputer interaction will continue to make this vista a fruitful and promising frontier of inquiry.
